
Membership Renewal Reminder

PLEASE return your dues renewal form with your check ASAP.
This saves PAPA additional labor and postage on a follow-up
mailing. Replacement forms can be downloaded from the
PAPA’s website http://www.pwkpilots.org

As a reminder, dues postmarked after June 30 incur a late
fee of $5.00. Members that do not renew by August 15, 2007
are removed from the PAPA database.

PAPA invites you to include a volunteer donation to PAPA’s
Scholarship Fund. The PAPA Scholarship and Safety
Foundation has 501(c)3 status and contributions are tax
deductible.

Executive’s Short

Approach
By Lou J. Wipotnik,
ATP – MCFI

New Information

Airpublications, Inc. offers some tremendous information to
both VFR and IFR pilots. I highly recommend obtaining a
subscription, either to the Central, Eastern, or Western States
depending on your frequent flying activities.

The following items are taken from their latest Rev. 109 –
Jan. 2008:

DIGITAL ATIS – There’s a new twist to ATIS – Digital ATIS. Nearly
every controlled airport broadcasts an ATIS message –
containing the weather, runway conditions, and other
notices. Recording and updating ATIS broadcasts are a burden
on controllers, and copying the messages can be a chore
for the pilots. D-ATIS technology
Introduced at large airports over a decade ago, eliminates
manual voice recording and copying:
It provides automated text messaging to the (property
equipped) aircraft. The FAA has long provided D-ATIS service
at North America’s 57 busiest airports, but the system’s high
cost inhibited implementation at smaller fields. But that’s
changed. In the last month, several dozen towers at

This year’s scholarship winners will be announced in an
upcoming issue.

Please call me at 847/343-0088 or any one of the officers
or directors if, at any time during the coming year, if we
may be of assistance. We need your input!

Thank you for your support and we look forward to serving
you in the coming year. 
 
Thank you,
Kenneth W. Riesterer
Membership Chairman
847/343-0088
papa@pwkpilots.org 

moderately large airports- MSP, for example, and MKE, STL,
OKC, TUL, AUS, DAL, even IL Paso, have converted to digital
ATIS.

When general aviation aircraft can take advantage of the
new system at reasonable cost, we’re ready. We typically
use flight following in Southern California, and it’s always a
challenge to get ATIS while also monitoring SoCal Approach.
Having it appear soundlessly on a display would be really
nice.

We can all sample D-ATIS by telephone, of course. We called
three D-ATIS phone numbers, from Newark (EWR) to
Albuquerque (ABQ). It was the same voice on all the
recordings, that’s a little weird. And the cadence isn’t quite
right. It sounds machine-like, the way a robot might talk in a
sci-fi movie. Still, it’s clear and readable. The loss of human
warmth appears to be part of the price of progress.

RUNWAY INCURSIONS – When an airport has a complicated
layout (like PWK), with several runways, closely aligned
taxiways, and multiple runway and taxiway intersections, it
can be confusing to the visiting pilots. Confusion and lack of
familiarity can lead to the infamous “runway incursion.” The
FAA defines this misstep as “any occurrence at an aerodrome
involving the incorrect presence of an aircraft, vehicle, or
person on the protected area of a surface designated for
the landing and takeoff of aircraft.” In short, it’s being on a
runway where you’re not supposed to be, and that can be
not only the wrong place but the right place at the wrong
time. Continued on page 3
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PAPA 2008 EVENT SCHEDULE

All Board Meetings will be held at
Atlantic Aviation at 7:00 p.m.

Pilot Meeting locations to be decided.
Please check PAPA SEZ or

www.pwkpilots.org for information.

Meeting Dates 2008
June

11 Board Meeting
25 Pilot Meeting - moved to May 21

July
  9 Board Meeting

August
13 Board Meeting
27 Members Hanger Picnic

September
10 Board Meeting
24 Pilot Meeting

October
  7 Board Meeting (Tuesday)

November
  5 Board Meeting
12 Annual Meeting & Election of

Officers & Directors

December
  3 Board Meeting
10 Holiday Dinner
13 Toy Drop

Membership Report

New Regular Members:
Rhett Dennerline

John Johnson
Paul Kuder

Philip Murphy
Michael Schab

 
New Family Affiliate Members:

none
 

New Student Members:
None

2008-2009 Membership Dues Reminder
 

PAPA SEZ is published monthly by PAPA At Chicago Executive (PAPA) - a
non-profit organization. PAPA was formed in 1987 as a forum for the
users of Chicago Executive Airport*. PAPA’s mission is to promote the
safety of operations and continued development of Chicago Executive
Airport in a fraternal environment with the pilots, users and community.
Membership in PAPA is open to any user of Chicago Executive Airport.
Membership dues are $30.00 annually and include a subscription to PAPA
SEZ. *Formerly Palwaukee Municipal Airport.

Letters to the Editor, Feedback, Concerns, and Questions

Letters to the Editor and any articles submitted for publication must be
received by the 15th of the month, will be printed on a space available
basis, and may be edited for style and length. PDF or e-mail text OK but
Microsoft Word files preferred. Please email to: editor@pwkpilots.org or
send to:

EDITOR, PAPA SEZ
1005 S Wolf Road Suite 106
Wheeling IL 60090-6408

Visit the PAPA Web Site: http://www.pwkpilots.org

2008 OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS & CHAIRPERSONS

PRESIDENT
S. Guru Prasad 847-921-3462 sprasad2@enh.org

VICE PRESIDENT
Sheila Macomber 773-578-1553 arkraiders01-pilot@yahoo.com

SECRETARY
Steve Sandler 847-634-8168 s-sandler@sbcglobal.net

TREASURER
Ken Riesterer 847-343-0088 papamembership@att.net

DIRECTORS
Mike Ballenger 847-609-2238 mballinger21@comcast.net
Bob Hanaford 312-899-9020 rhanaford@hanafordlaw.com
Len Jablon 847-309-1885 lenjablonhelicopters@comcast.net
Jim Kwasek 847-322-7117 information@palwaukee-flyers.com
Rob Mark 847-864-9780 rmark@commavia.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS

AIRPORT SUPPORT NETWORK REP
Howard Levinson 847-480-1118 howdl@sbcglobal.net

AWARDS/SCHOLARSHIP
Ray Chou 312-656-2696 rchou@urbansolutionsllc.com

BYLAWS/LEGAL
Bob Hanaford 312-899-9020 rhanaford@hanafordlaw.com

MEMBERSHIP
Ken Riesterer 847-343-0088 papamembership@att.net

SAFETY/PROGRAM
Jack Sheridan 312-909-2500 highjack13@aol.com

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Barry Axelrod 847-215-0460 takeoff95@aol.com

Mike Ballenger 847-609-2238 mballinger21@comcast.net

WEBMASTER
Jim Kwasek 847-332-7117 webmaster@pwkpilots.org

NEWSLETTER
Sheila Macomber 773-578-1553 arkraiders01-pilot@yahoo.com
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To prevent you’re adding to the already unpleasant statistics
on incursions, and mostly to prevent a deadly or damaging
encounter with another vehicle, follow sensible practices,
including:

� Assess yourself: Are you up to the task (operating at a
complex, busy airport)?

� Use an airport diagram.

� Familiarize yourself with the airport layout.

� Know exactly where you are and where you want to go.

� Ask for “progressive” taxi instructions.

� Eliminate distractions – maintain a sterile cockpit.

� Keep your “eyes out” and “heads up” when taxiing.

� Conduct “clearing turns” before entering any runway.

� Use the correct runway.

Transponders on the Ground – A relatively new remark that
you might come across in the operations information for
the occasional busy controlled airport is to “operate
transponder including mode C on the ground.” For those of
us who have become habituated to switching the unit off as
part of the after landing check (flaps up, transponder off,
strobes off, etc.) this represents something of a revision to
our accustomed standard practice.  New surface-detection
equipment at some larger fields allows the ground controller,
via transponder signals, to monitor the movements of aircraft
on the surface. Houston’s Bush Intl. is one such airport. On
checking the ATIS for IAH by telephone, however, we
discovered that “due to equipment limitations,” you should
not operate your transponder on the “ramp areas.”

I Blog, Therefore I Am
By Robert P. Mark

You probably read the news last month of the two bloggers
who dropped dead right onto their keyboards. If I’d read
that story two years ago, I doubt I’d have raised more
than an eyebrow. Now though … some 18 months into an
industry blog at Jetwhine.com, I have an eerie
understanding of what might have happened.

For anyone not yet enamored with the world of online
publishing, there’s still time despite the 100,000 new blogs
being created each day around the world. A blog is
essentially an online journal, the personal thoughts of a
person or group of people devoted to a particular topic.
Name the topic and there are probably dozens of blogs
that exist related to it. One of the top aviation resource
sites - that includes a list of blogs is Thirty Thousand Feet
at - www.thirtythousandfeet.com/

Blogs - like fiction writing - can take on a life of their own
when the right - or maybe that’ the wrong - people get
hooked into them. Since the untimely demise of my
comrades in keyboarding, I’ve been trying to limit my time
in front of the word processor to something under an
hour a day … but it’s tough when you have so much to say.

So why blog? Because I remember something in grad school
that explained it all … “I think, therefore I must blog,”
although I might not be remembering that just right.

People blog because they have something to say. And in a
world of a billion citizen journalists these people want to
say it their way without the encumbrances of an editor
and on their own deadlines. And now we all can.

Anyone can build a blog in under a minute through two of
the most common portals around - Google and Yahoo.
Suddenly you’re a writer, editor, and publisher all before
breakfast.

And yes, with 100,000 new blogs a day coming online, there
is certainly quite a bit of junk. But, as the political pundits
have learned this election season - blogs count.

Rob Mark is a director of the PAPA ACE board. A corporate

pilot and CFI, Rob has been flying from PWK since 1973.
He’s CEO of aviation consulting company CommAvia and
editor of the syndicated aviation blog Jetwhine.com

PWK Fuel
As of May 31, 2008

Signature

100LL $6.94 full serve retail
Weekday M-F topoff $6.25 & Weekends $6.44

Atlantic
100LL $7.08 full serve

For daily fuel prices visit: www.100ll.com

Are You the Owner of an

Aircraft?

PAPA SEZ is looking for PAPA member aircraft owners
for a series of feature articles. The articles would

be about the airplane, the pilot’s history with flying
and the airport. We would also include one or two

photos of the pilot and his/her aircraft.

Anyone interested in being featured should contact
Rob Mark at: rmark@commavia.com.

WriteUps

We are looking for aviation stories, comments,
anecdotes, travelogues, or photos, etc. for the
WriteUps Column. PAPA members may submit
material to: editor@pwkpilots.org and put
“WriteUps” in the subject line. Stories should
be 1000 words or less and may be edited for
length or language.

Executive’s Short Approach

Continued from page 1
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LET’S WING-IT - Places To Go and

Things To Do 
By Ray Klaus
 
Recently, I had an occasion to fly to Cushing Field (0C8),

near Newark, Illinois, about 60 miles from Chicago’s Loop.  A

delightful grassroots airport to visit with the smoothest grass

runway you will ever experience.  It is home to a community

of ultralight, light sport, and vintage aircraft.  A place where

people come to hangout on a nice summer’s day.

 

Bud Cushing, the owner, retired from his 747 captain position

with TWA where he had Seniority Number One.  After 36,000+

hours logged, flying is still his passion and he is more than

willing to share it with anyone that comes along.

 

Cushing Field is home to QuickSilver and AirSportster

ultralight sales and flight training, along with the LSA Thorp

Torpedo.  The folks at Cushing Field represent the best of

rural, small town American aviation enthusiasm.

 

On the way back to home base, I landed at Clow International

Airport (1C5), in Bolingbrook, Illinois.  Another place to put

on your “place-to-visit” list.  It has a paved 2,800 foot runway,

and a really fine restaurant that overlooks the runway.  The

restaurant appears to be a local, as well as a fly-in, attraction

and is well attended.

 

As we were taxiing out for takeoff, a grandfather and

grandson waved us off.  It is the kind of airport that attracts

the general public off the road - just as in earlier times. 

Clow also features an aviation museum that is open on

weekends all year and on request at other times.  They

also have their own fuel supply at a reasonable price.

 

In my travels another day, I stopped at Ogle County Airport

(C55).  The airport has a beautiful 2,100 foot grass runway. 

I was able to soft-field land and takeoff a Piper Warrior with

room to spare.  I heard they routinely have cookouts and

other activities on weekends.

 

There is a long list of small-town America grass runway airports

in Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin.  In the weeks

that follow, I will visit as many of them that I can and will

report on them.  My desire is to do it in a tail-wheel airplane,

perhaps American Champion’s LSA, and demonstrate that

it is still possible to draw a course line on a sectional chart

and look out the window.

 

On a return flight today, my Garmin 530 refused to capture

enough satellites to provide navigational guidance.  Why, I

don’t know.  It is the first time I have ever experienced a

GPS failure since IFR GPS was born in 1994.  Fortunately, it

was VFR, and I had a sectional chart handy, and could identify

landmarks.

Return of the 2008 Sun-N-Fun

Modern Aviation Voyageurs
The Fun and Wonder of Up-To-The-Minute Avionics

By Albert E. Riley

The plane, with three souls aboard, took off in the early
morning hours of April 10th from Tampa’s Peter O Knight Airport
after an exciting 43rd annual Sun-N-Fun extravaganza. Lord
knows, the turbo-charged Seneca had most of the latest
avionics equipment available to the known world …. the new
Cheetah FL 190 flight display, MX 20 with XM WX Satellite
Weather, the Garmin 430 and 530, a collision avoidance
system, built in oxygen … the works!

Charles Lindberg would laugh himself into convulsions if he
could see the comical fumbling movement of multiple hands
and fingers shoving, slapping and groping for knobs and
buttons during turbulent flight. Those disconnected
intercom voices from outer space issuing commands,
comments, and directives would disturb his memory of the
comforting solitude of single pilot trans-Atlantic flight.

The fuel stop would be at Atlanta’s Cobb County-McCollum
field on the way home to Kenosha. A very attractive and
inspiring Georgia Peach blonde would be at the FBO front
desk. AVgas at $5.15 per gallon wouldn’t be too bad either.

Each of the three highly skilled, confident, assertive and
currently qualified instrument rated IFR Modern Aviation
Voyageurs stood ready, able and determined to offer each
other in-flight instruction, advice, counsel.  More importantly,
they each offered complete instructions on every phase of
the flight … not during the quiet moments of reflection after
a long flight, but with real time, on the spot, as it happens,
moment-by-moment advice, with split second timing.

The manuals for the avionics had been carefully studied and
were at the ready for quick reference.  More than that,
they each had en-route charts, sectional charts and
approach plates right at hand. There was aboard an enormous
store of important knowledge of life acquired over many
years.  Their flying knowledge, earned in all sorts of hard IFR
flight conditions, would be available.  These three Modern
Aviation Voyageurs had the combined ability and skilled
judgment needed to successfully cope with the worst of
flight conditions.

The flight to Florida had been routine. The auto pilot did
the flying.  Comments, directions, counter directions,
questions, commands and counter commands, and
suggestions clogged the intercom.  The exciting time flew
by.  The Jerry Springer TV show comes to mind.  It wasn’t
mayhem, but to   Lindberg it must have seemed like out-of-
control-inner-city-bad-acting kids in a high-school drama.
Every knob was turned, all the electronic features explored,
and the bells and whistles turned on and off. A dedicated,
high spirited, good natured, and intensive workout continued
for the entire flight.

Fortunately, the seat belts constrained the pilots.

The uneventful take-off from Cobb County held no concern
for the three hour flight to Kenosha. But, there would be
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Clow Airport Open House

Clow airport is hosting the 9th annual ‘The Cavalcade

of New Airplanes’ open house.  Each year it has

gotten bigger and bigger.  There will be a mock up of

their D-Jet as a repeat of last year’s attraction. They

might also have their newest addition, the Super-Star

DA50, along with the other airplanes.

The open house is always the

1st full week-end of June - dates are

Saturday and Sunday, June 7th and 8th,

from 10-5 each day.

This year they will have a working Garmin G1000

simulator and DA40 XLS airplane equipped with the

newest and greatest Synthetic Vision technology.

Participants that came last year are most familiar

with the program and are invited to return again —

  Everyone will have a great day at the airport.  

Information is also posted at

www.DiamondAirplanes.com 

or call 630-378-0479.

challenging weather ahead. An extensive system approaching
Chicago had prompted shortening the Sun-N-Fun affair. This
leg of the flight would be more subdued. On occasion, a sterile
cockpit would be in order. A quiet confidence in the skills of
the pilot-in-command provided inner comfort for the
passengers.

From the left seat the Printing Executive, a long time salesman
extraordinaire, watched the weather ahead on the MX display.
The former University Computer Science Professor in the right
seat had extensive experience with MX Weather. His academic
nature had forced him to make a special effort to manage the
530 MX Weather systems in search of weather.  His many VFR
flights on cloudless days had seldom revealed any weather,
but he had read the book and could manipulate the 530 with
the ease and confidence of a circus high wire performer.
And …  in the back seat … was the former COO of a large multi-
national company, accustomed to charting the course with
succinct directives using management-by-objectives techniques
with on-time measurement of results in the tradition of General
Electric’s Jack Welsh.

Lindberg, listening in from on high, heard and watched
everything that went on in that airplane.

“Wow! Look at that yellow,” said the Salesman.

“It’s only showing rain,” said the Professor.

“What? You’ve never flown through the yellow? How long have

you had MX Weather?” said the COO.

“Don’t be a wimp,” came from the right seat.

“Yeah, don’t be a wimp,” came from the back seat.

It was only rain. The trip was a success. The Seneca returned
to its secure hanger … all was well.

The Palwaukee Lunchwaffe pilot adventurers have shared the
excitement of aviation and have flown together over the years.
Many tall tales enliven the Wednesday and Friday Radisson
luncheons.  The assembled Lunchwaffe have cussed and
discussed this special Fun-N-Sun trip in spades.

The three Modern Aviation Voyageurs recounted their exploits
with immense enthusiasm to their admiring luncheon
companions.  Hunched over the table, with excited
expectation, every word was devoured with great interest.
The haute cuisine of the Radisson, served by its large,
hierarchical, and efficiently run service staff, with its elaborate
preparation and presentation of small, often quite rich courses
- the kind of food that lures these pilot adventurers to this
table - lay cold, untouched, and forgotten during the
excitement of the moment.

“Come on! Come clean!” demands the Steel Guy. “Was the
Cobb County FBO greeter really a Georgia Peach?  Maybe she
only came from California.”

Other Lunchwaffers, with their inner thoughts, wondered if
the Salesman Extraordinaire in the left seat really did fly through
the yellow or maybe just close to some scattered yellow? Did
he really decide to fly directly through that rain only after
that voice in the back seat chimed in with wimp comment?
Was the rain really that heavy?

The Salesman Extraordinaire asks his passengers, “When are
you going to pay your share of the expenses?”

The Professor says, “Where are the gas receipts?”

The good natured dialogue continues throughout the
luncheon.  The plot thickens. The excitement rises. The
conversation returns to the management of all that up-to-
state-of-the-art avionics equipment. More than anything else,
after all that counsel, advice, and rapid fire instruction
delivered with such total authority and assurance, with quiet
reflection the assembled Lunchwaffers wonder … do these
Modern Aviation Voyageurs really know how to run any of
those fancy gadgets?

Only Lindberg knows for sure.
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For Sale - Aviation Headset:
 Telex Headset with Boom Mic 5X5 Pro. Make an offer. Call

Barry Axelrod at 847-217-0707 or email: takeoff95@aol.com

PARAGON FLYING CLUB
Please contact Mark Odeen, Paragon Flying Club,

at: markodeen@gmail.com

Subscribe electronically to the Chicago Executive Airport
newsletter by emailing: drouleau@chiexec.com.

Enter “subscribe” in the subject line.

CLASSIFIED ADS RUN THREE MONTHS
UNLESS CANCELLED OR RENEWED.

PLEASE CONTACT: editor@pwkpilots.org

PAPA Fly Market
Classified Ads are FREE TO PAPA MEMBERS

WAI - WAUKEGAN AVIONICS, Inc.
Your complete source for Avionics & Aircraft Service

AfterBefore

 

WAI  is a full service Avionics and Aircraft

maintenance repair facility located on the south ramp

of the Waukegan Regional Airport (KUGN)

 Avionics Sales

Call for a quote, you’ll like our prices!

Aircraft Maintenance

Check us out, you’ll like our service!

Ray Wiltgen, Owner/Operator

Tel. 847 336 6075 Fax 847 336 6085
ray@waukeganavionics.com
www.waukeganavionics.com

PAPA SEZ Mailed Hard-Copy Opt-Out

If you wish to opt-out of receiving your PAPA Monthly
Newsletter “PAPA SEZ” in the USPS mail, please send an email
to papa@pwkpilots.org and put your name and opt-out in the
subject line.

If you would like to receive email information and
correspondence from PAPA and you are not already on our
list, please send an email to papa@pwkpilots.org and put your

name and add-me in the subject line.
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No problem.  Galt Airport 

offers propeller balancing for 

single and twin engine aircraft 

with our ACES 2015 dynamic 

balancer.  Reduce pilot 

fatigue.  Reduce stress on 

engine, airframe, and 

instruments.  Experience these 

benefits…FOR FREE!

 

Vibration problem?

Galt Airport LLC (815) 648-2642 

 (815) 648-2642 

Present this coupon & receive one 

F R E E  propeller balance with 

purchase of annual/100 hour 

inspection!  (225.00 dollar value!) 

 

 
 

Offer valid for annual completed in 2008

Limit one per customer




